In § 4, it is shown that each lattice rQ&, t) ofPU(2, i) constructed in my paper [2] via three C-reflections is contained in the lattice F^ arising from monodromy of a hypergeometric function satisfying condition (S INT) for a three element subset Si. Conversely, each such lattice F^ lies in an extension (of order at most 3) of a lattice r(p, t) for suitable p and t; in § 6 (p, t) is expressed in terms of (^3)5 ^g. This r{p, t) description of r applies to most of the 27 Picard lattices, since for 22 of them, at least three of the (P-.).es are equal. In § 5 there is a list of all sequences (^4, ..., ^) satisfying condition (S INT) but not (INT) for N> 4. It is seen that N <^ 12; that is, one gets lattices F in PU(rf, i) satisfying condition (2 INT) for d <^ 9 but not for d > 9. The description of F^ in terms of F(^, t) makes it possible to give an explicit, fundamental domain for F^ (cf. [3] ) and a two generator presentation for F^ in case d == 2$ this fundamental domain is the one described in [2] for p < 5.
None of the groups r(p, t) in [2] coincide with a Picard lattice F; the lattice F(^, t) of [2] is commensurable with a Picard lattice only if p is even (i.e. p == 4), in which case r/r n F(^, t) has order i or 3 and F(^, ^)/r n F(^, t) has order 6.
The Main Theorem
We continue the notation of the preceding paper, referred to hereafter as DM, except that we write PU(rf, i) for PU (i, d) .
Let S == S^ u Sg be a decomposition of the set S into disjoint subsets and assume that ^ = (JL< for all s, t e Sj^. Let 2 denote the permutation group of S^. Then S operates on P 8 by permutation of factors and hence on the set M of injective maps of S into P. It stabilizes the local system L on the family of punctured projective lines over M. The action ofSonM and B(a)^ descend to an action on Q^, Q^gf, Q,sst? Theorem. -Assume that (^5)5^3 satisfies the condition
rA^T? Im Q^ is a lattice in PU(card S -3, i). Proof. -By (3.3), the map a is a surjective open map. Given q e Xg, it suffices to prove that (pi(cr~~1 q) is a single point, i.e. the map 9^ descends to a continuous map 92 of Xss.
Proof of the theorem
Let p ea~~1 q, let U be a connected neighborhood of q in Xg and let (y~l(U) c denote the connected component ofp in cr~l(U). Then
since (y(CT~l(U) c n X^) == U n Xg because cr' is a surjective covering map. It follows at once that <piQ&) is independent of the choice of p in a~~1 q. Let y e Q^ -Q' and let V be a neighborhood ofy in Q^ small enough so that the image of ^(V n Q^') in ^(Q', o) is the decomposition group Dy ofj/ and the image of TC^(T(V n Q^')) in ^(Q^'/S, ^) is the decomposition group D^) of T(j/). We have y e Q^j, where T e ^\. As V one can take the product of a disc in Qy with a disc transversal to Q^y and stable under the permutation of the two-element coset ofT. Clearly Z^Dy^D^y^Z, the injection being z\->2z. We recall (cf. DM (8.2)) that p"~1 (j/) == Ker 6\7Ci(CV, o)/Dy, and thus the stabilizer in ^(CY, o) of a point in ^~l{y) is a conjugate of Dy Ker 65 and it equals Dy Ker 6 for a suitable choice base of point o.
Lemma. -Suppose Remark. -From (3.11.1), one can see that (3. tions of the local system along varying arcs, fix a point UQ e PQ -D^, let po denote the singular chain given by an arc from UQ to the point P(^i), let a denote the oriented edge from s^ to s^ and let £(^o) be an extension of the section I {a).
8.1) holds if (A satisfies (S INT) but not (INT).

Lemma (3.9). -Let S^C S, let S denote the permutation group of S^, and assume that == ^ ybr fl// s, t e Si. Z(?^ s^, s^ be distinct elements of S^, and let [s^, s^] denote the element o/'TCi(Q^/S, ~o) coming from a positive loop in Q,'/S around the C-codimension i submanifold of'Q^/S
We can assume that the value oft(uo) remains unchanged during the isotopy. We have where {^, ^} determines T. Hence
Similarly, the local degree of p^ : (Q7^)i -> Qlil^ ls ^e order of 9s ([^i, s^) above any point ofT(Q^.), where T : Q^ -> Q^/S is the orbit map. Since the local degree ofr atj is 2, one can verify from the commutative diagram of (3.8) the asserted local degree of a at points of p"" l (Q^T) fo 1 ' a^ T e ^ ^. Since CT is a covering map on Q', the result follows. Ker 6 K.er uy <v /Ĥ ence the action of S on Q'i has a faithful lift to the action of ---on Q\ and to Oo.,* " 1 Ker 6 as well. Thus if k is odd, we may write, by abuse of notation The action of the transposition of two elements ofS on Q^ssi 1 s clear from (3.8). If on the other hand (3.9.1) holds with k even, then for all Te^i and y e Q^rp (under the identification of ^(Q^ o) with a subgroup of 7^(Q^5 °)) D^/Dy = 6^(D^)/6(Dy), since each side is isomorphic to Z/2Z, by Lemma (3.9) for the right side and by the local degree of T being 2. It follows that D^ n Ker 9^ C Dy.
Hence
Dy n Ker 9 == D^) n Ker 9s.
Since these subgroups together with {Dy;j/eQ^-Q^} generate Ker 9 and Ker 9( because Q^ and Q^ are simply connected), we get Ker 9 = Ker9^. Consequently PU(cardS-3,i) . 2. The lattice 1^ is the lattice r(5, -j of [2] by the result in § 4 above. On the other hand, it is proved in [2] that F (5, -( is isomorphic to F (5, -7 -). Using the result in §4, n5, -\ coincides with the group I\, v == (-3 -, -3 -, -
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We take this opportunity to insert 3 errata for the proof that F^ ^ ^ F^ - We order the indices so that ^3 ^ ^. 
